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Sunderstorm Wins Most Accurately Formulated Edible 2018 Award at Cannasafe
Cannabis Testing Lab?s First Annual Awards Party ?The Cannys?

LOS ANGELES ? April 12, 2019 /Canna Newswire/ ? ]Sunderstorm, a premiere California lifestyle Cannabis brand and
manufacturer, received recognition as the ?Most Accurately Formulated Edible in 2018? this weekend at the first annual CannaSafe
awards party, The Cannys. Honoring the industry's safest, most accurate and highest quality brands, CannaSafe awarded the win to
Sunderstorm for their Kanha Peach Gummies.
?At Sunderstorm, we diligently strive to produce the highest quality science-based Cannabis products,? Cameron Clarke CEO of
Sunderstorm commented. ?We implement rigorous stand- ards of homogeneity, consistent dosing, a Zero Pesticide Policy, and a
clean GMP manufactur- ing environment, which allows us to deliver safe and superior edibles through our Kanha brand. We have
been pleased to work with CannaSafe for over 3 years and are excited to win this award that recognizes the hard work our team puts
forth ensuring we offer the most consistent experience and best-tasting gummies in the market.?
Kanha gummies are infused with high quality Cannabis oils scientifically extracted to provide a reliable dosage and a pure,
enjoyable experience. Available in 16 all-natural varieties including Indica Strawberry, Sativa Cherry, Hybrid Watermelon, and 4:1
Peach CBD.
About Sunderstorm:
Sunderstorm is a premiere California-based lifestyle Cannabis brand and manufacturer focused on offering the highest quality
science-based Cannabis products. Leveraging engineering and technology, Sunderstorm creates clean, consistent and reliable
experiences for consumers. Through its Kanha gummies, Wind vapes, Solara flower, and Nano5 nanomolecular oral sprays, the
Company delivers products infused with the vitality of the quintessential California lifestyle, leading to optimal health, mindful
living, and youthful exuberance. Sunderstorm is also the parent company to Soji Health Sciences, which manufactures hemp CBD
gummies with the exact same technology and level of efficacy. www.Sunderstorm.com
Follow Sunderstorm on social media:
Instagram: @sunderstormscientific | Facebook: fb:/sunderstormscientific | Instagram: @kanhatreats
About CannaSafe:
CannaSafe Analytics is committed to defining consumer safety and quality assurance standards for the cannabis industry. They are a
full-service testing laboratory offering a one-stop solution where cannabis cultivators and distributors can ensure that they are in full
compliance with all regulatory requirements and that their products are effective and safe for use. CannaSafe Analytics is proud to
be the first accredited cannabis testing lab in the world. Over the years, they have been continuously setting the standard for
cannabis testing through the utilization of state of the art technology, cutting-edge scientific methods, and expert staff.
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